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MAT303: Calc IV with applications
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Today

Today: 
• Review matrix inverses 
• Fundamental matrix solutions  

     - Solve for all initial conditions ‘simultaneously’.

• Matrix Exponentials as fundamental matrix solutions

1. Rewrite in matrix form 

2. Use the guess , get the eigenvalue problem 

3. Find the eigenvalues


1. Form the characteristic polynomial 

2. The roots of this polynomial are the eigenvalues 


4. Find the eigenvectors corresponding to each 

1. Some complications if the eigenvalue is defective  

(not enough eigenvectors)

5. Write down the solutions, solve for initial conditions if applicable.

x′ = Ax
x = veλt Av = λv

det(A − λI) = 0
λ

λ

Eigenvalue method
Recently: 

• Eigenvalue method for 

• Still need to finish off case of defective eigenvalues  

(missing solutions).


x′ = Ax

Ch5.6
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Finding more solutions when there are defective eigenvalues

Let’s start with the multiplicity  case, it’s the simplest.k = 2

Situation: 

• We are trying to solve 

• The matrix  has an eigenvalue  of multiplicity 2 (repeated root)

• The eigenvalue  is defective (only 1 linearly independent eigenvector  instead of 2).

• So we only have one solution, .

• Need to find another.

x′ = Ax
A λ

λ v1
x1 = v1eλt

Solution: guess x2 = v1teλt + v2eλt where  is unknown.v2

We find that the constraint on  is  v2 (A − λI)2v2 = 0

Note: once we find  then  .v2 v1 = (A − λI)v2

J
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Example of the algorithm

se i'IIE
A at L I I33

A E 337133 68
hast lecture so CAAIK o 8 v o i

Characterestic polynomial is toX 7 0 makesore
Manysolutions take

defCA AI X 472 b 4 171 vz
Vz

Only 1 eigenvalue of A is 1 4
2 13 b f3

The 2linearlydependentsocs
corresponding to 4 4Only eigenvector is V t a eat Ects_fettidett

So eigenvalue is defective with Unlike a cm you
will not alwaysget

multiplicity 2 0 conftraints But
you

will getondeterdentennined system
To find general solution



Ch 5.6 Exponential Matrices and Fundamental Matrix 
Solutions



Matrix Inverses
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Example
Lef I identity Izzy EL's 77
matrix Check

IA A AI EHF's FEE's 77

t's 3 EET EEE
Let A be a

square
matrix inverse to A is

the matrix µ suck that
Formula for 2 2 inverse

A A _AH I



Matrix Inverses
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Useful forsolving linear
systems

C 24 1

LIED1 3 13 Sata I

Multiply both sides by E's go ye

IT ICE 3 t.s3IT 3
I 1 3 63.7T 3
Easy is Ed

T.ci

HII
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Initial Value Problem examples

Suppose we want to find the solution of the following initial value problem

.x(0) = 1, y(0) = 1

We know how to find the general solution now:


1. Rewrite in matrix form 


2. Use the guess , get the eigenvalue problem 

3. Find the eigenvalues


1. Form the characteristic polynomial 


2. The roots of this polynomial are the eigenvalues 


4. Find the eigenvectors corresponding to each 

5. Write down the solutions, solve for initial conditions.

x′ = Ax
x = veλt Av = λv

det(A − λI) = 0
λ

λ

Y
general sdu

c taxi
ee if 3

Solvefor IEs
G EE.co 3 LT

I's 7141 t's 7313 3
Jae242

So I 473 T EFFI3ae2t g.es
previousslide

so sole to IVP is

and FEET
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Initial Value Problem examples

Suppose we want to find the solution of the following initial value problem

.x(0) = 3, y(0) = 2

We know how to find the general solution now:


1. Rewrite in matrix form 


2. Use the guess , get the eigenvalue problem 

3. Find the eigenvalues


1. Form the characteristic polynomial 


2. The roots of this polynomial are the eigenvalues 


4. Find the eigenvectors corresponding to each 

5. Write down the solutions, solve for initial conditions.

x′ = Ax
x = veλt Av = λv

det(A − λI) = 0
λ

λ

Insight:  The IVP solution can be written as a product of a matrix and a vector.

HIYA
generalsoca

E c taxi 3Xlt yet
EE 344

Solvefor IQs
G EE.co 3 L

I's 7141 t's 7314.7
t.se II ee soEaI EsiiT4EEts

previousslide

so sole to IVP is

Iii's3
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Initial Value Problem examples

Suppose we want to find the solution of the following initial value problem

.x(0) = u1, y(0) = u2

We know how to find the general solution now:


1. Rewrite in matrix form 


2. Use the guess , get the eigenvalue problem 

3. Find the eigenvalues


1. Form the characteristic polynomial 


2. The roots of this polynomial are the eigenvalues 


4. Find the eigenvectors corresponding to each 

5. Write down the solutions, solve for initial conditions.

x′ = Ax
x = veλt Av = λv

det(A − λI) = 0
λ

λ

Insight: Just use the matrix inverse instead of solving for the coefficients.

generalsoca

E c ccxp ILyall
taxes441

to solvefor IEs
cos EE.co 3

I's 7141 t's 2 II 3
t.seIIgeEfsoEaI EsiiTz

So sole to IVP is

E taxi 42,3 tL
E e ee EL's 77.1 3
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Fundamental Matrix Solutions
Definition:  Let  be linearly independent solutions the system 

 
Let  be the matrix formed by taking  as the columns.


Then  is said to be a fundamental matrix for the system.

x1, …, xn x′ = Ax .

Φ xi

Φ

The previous example, summarized with this new vocabulary:

Takeaway: We can solve the system for all initial conditions, all at once. 
Just compute .Φ(t)Φ(0)−1

Eh Ex 3 f's I 7
Ilo E's

So sole to IVP is

Ex 3E's fo

First example 53 273

3 E
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Fundamental Solutions as Matrix Exponentials

It turns out that there’s another, conceptually cleaner way to view fundamental solutions.


Also, this can sometimes lead to a much quicker computation.  

It is inspired by the following fact: 
 
 
The solution to   is .x′ = ax x(t) = eatx(0)

This doesn’t make sense yet, because what does  mean???eAt

Recall: ex = 1 + x
1! + x2

2! + x3

3! + ⋯

Similarly, we define 

Looks complicated because it’s an infinite 
sum, but there are some tricks that can help 

us.

Explanation
Soler is Cf eatC

Plugging in E 0

get Ho C
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Fundamental Solutions as Matrix Exponentials

Example:

If  for some  the matrix is said to be nilpotent.  
We just saw that it is easy to compute  when  is nilpotent.

An = 0 n,
eAt A

Check that the method works (all the columns are solutions to the DE):

Find solution to IVP I
So k 0 for ke 3
So

where E tf f Foo Eo

and Ilo Io I sat II't
O o r

et't It E't E e 3rd column Z

I
3

I
3 3 Foo

HE T
E EE F ITI

3 3 ooo E III HEY
8 8
o 00
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Summary

Today: 
• Review matrix inverses 
• Fundamental matrix solutions  

     - Solve for all initial conditions ‘simultaneously’.

• Matrix Exponentials as matrix solutions


• Especially easy to compute when the matrix is nilpotent.

1. Rewrite in matrix form 

2. Use the guess , get the eigenvalue problem 

3. Find the eigenvalues


1. Form the characteristic polynomial 

2. The roots of this polynomial are the eigenvalues 


4. Find the eigenvectors corresponding to each 

5. Write down the solutions, solve for initial conditions if applicable.

x′ = Ax
x = veλt Av = λv

det(A − λI) = 0
λ

λ

Eigenvalue method

Recently: 

• Eigenvalue method for 
x′ = Ax

1. Rewrite in matrix form 

2. Find  

3. Solution is 

x′ = Ax
eAt

x = eAtx0

Using matrix exponential to solve DEs

Today: 
• More examples of matrix exponentials.  

 - How to compute them if the matrix is not nilpotent?

Next fine I


